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CHAPTER  LXXX
LATER VICTORIAN BRITAIN
(1875-1901)
§ 351.   in the trough.—The prosperous times described in
the last chapter came to an end about 1875.   F°r several years
trade declined rapidly—then it recovered slightly—then fell
again during the middle 'eighties.    Periods of prosperity had
often alternated with periods of depression in the past, but the
change was felt much more acutely now that the country had
become " industrialised."   The small-scale producer of the old
days was too closely in touch with his market to overestimate
the demand for his goods, and if he made a miscalculation it
affected very few people besides himself.    But the modern
manufacturer, with machinery capable of turning out immense
quantities of goods, is always eagerly seeking new markets.
When he discovers one (or creates it), other manufacturers
rush in to share the profits.   They extend their plant and take
on fresh " hands."   This increases the demand for all sorts of
other commodities—building materials, machinery, transport,
all the goods consumed by working-class families.    Money
circulates freely, for when large profits are certain the banks
are ready to lend at low interest to manufacturers. But sooner or
later the tide turns.   The market is " glutted " ; surplus goods
have to be sold at a loss ; prices come down with a run.   Work-
men are discharged and can no longer afford to buy more than
the barest necessities of life.    The banks refuse to advance
money.   All trades and industries and occupations are so inter-
locked that all suffer alike ; and now that commerce is world-
wide, the effects of such fluctuations are felt from Greenland's
icy mountains to India's coral strand.
No doubt one cause of this particular depression was several
successive bad harvests. In the past when crops were small
prices rose, and this enabled the farmer to pay his way. But
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